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 True Akurians must be and remain both aware and cognizant of all Creation!  Too often we 
project into the Planes of Heaven and Depths of Hell without a thought as to WHERE we are in the 
vast expanse of Creation.  Think about that!  Akurians direct, bind, loosen and raise general Hell 
with powers and forces all the time – often with what an outside observer would call "miraculous" 
results – and we do it with near impunity.  So WHAT makes such a major difference between 
Akurians and everybody else chanting their rituals, singing their hymns, bellowing their sermons – 
to abject and perpetual failure – and the many direct hits, hand prints of clear influence and our 
own share of failures? 
 One HUGE difference is the majority of us are Proven Knowers of The Great Testimony of 
The Most High, but that alone doesn't guarantee success when we jackass, regardless of the reason 
or how minor the deviation.  The more simple the Invocation the more exacting the procedure.  
We account our failures upon our own head just like we do our successes.  The Most High is there, 
and has provided the few of us with True Righteous Power and Holy Authority, but He will NOT 
permit any deviation whatsoever from His established processes and procedures.  Only the Physical 
Earth Plane may be altered with respect to TIME, and that only by proper preparation and process. 
 For instance, can we dissolve a cloud … that may be several miles away … in only a few 
minutes?  YES WE CAN!  Well now, if we can DISSOLVE a cloud, can we CREATE one?  
Again, YES WE CAN!  But for most of us creating a cloud takes much longer, and much more 
energy and application than dissolving one that already exists as an act of nature. 
 Why that TIME difference? 
 Simple.  Our command to "create" must first gather or formulate the materials.  In this 
instance water in sufficient quantity to produce visible vapor.  And right there APPEARS to be the 
big immediate factor.  BUT IT IS NOT!  While that process will work – eventually – it has more 
DELAY than production. 
 And WHY is that? 
 When we attempt to create a cloud, we're in the habit of attempting to play the tuba from the 
wrong end.  Were we wiser, before we start making water vapor we would determine the ACTUAL 
FINISHED SHAPE of the cloud we intend to make.  The next time you get a few minutes and a 
clear space of sky, try it!  Creating a FINISHED cloud already has the set energies, forces and 
processes to produce the visible vapor; and THAT should cut our PERSONAL energy requirements 
to an extreme degree.  It won't take very long until you can see a vapor streak IF and only IF you 
determine the shape of your intended cloud at the outset. 
 
 To verify, there are some in this Session that were present at Command Marshal General 
Peter K. Shams-Avari's and Command Marshal General D. Chylon Budagher's home here in 
Albuquerque, a few years ago.  Brigadier Kathryn A. Malone, who turned out a terrific meal, being 
one of them.  General Budagher, Brigadier Malone and myself were on the East patio, it was early 
evening, just turning dark and a bit of dark clouds and lightning beginning to form on the heights of 
Mount Sandia.  We'd seen a lot of that over the tour, dark clouds and lightning, but little if any rain 
and nothing like the rainfall we needed.  Lots of lightening with little thunder … this time with The 
Most High speaking with the thunder.  He directed us, the Akurians, to end the current drought. 
 It seemed simple enough, General Budagher stood up, reached out full length with her arms, 
palms facing out, and began to slowly spin counter-clockwise.  Within a few minutes the storm 
over Mount Sandia moved to the north, still beyond the horizon, then to the west, and then came 
roaring across the West Mesa, Rio Grande River valley and up the heights directly over Shams-
Avari's and Budagher's home!  The distance across the West Mesa to the home being about fifty 
miles, not counting the circuit around the north and beyond the horizon; and it took only about an 



hour or less from start to finish!  It was one hell of a heavy rainstorm, lots of wind but not much 
destruction, and rain upon rain.  The weather pattern continued for several days until the drought 
was eliminated for a year or so. 
 Acting on Orders from The Most High seldom has any failures and those always attributed 
to jackass whether injecting nonsense or failing to obey and fulfill His Instructions. 
 
 Then sometime prior to that, General Budagher and I put a series of rainstorms together to 
snuff the EIGHT out-of-control "must burn" fires the government mandated around the Nation, one 
of which burned about half of the City of Los Alamos, including a field where radio-active 
materials had been trashed.  Of course the government 'tested' the smoke and didn't find any 
airborne radio-activity:  because they took their smoke samples three to four days AFTER the area 
had burned!  Typical government jackass. 
 
 How did we do these two rain makers? 
 
 We used the materials – water – and energies – electricity, temperature and air pressure that 
already existed.  Just like nature does if not jackassed with the likes of HAARP. 
 Most people are  ignorant of the fact that every drop of rain must have a speck of something 
– dirt of some kind, ice will do – to form around.  That is all part of the natural process.  Since all 
that was already present and available, we simply set the energies to accomplish everything else, 
temperature and air pressure as required, and water to obey the natural forces.  We simply directed 
those materials, energies and atmospheric conditions by selecting the area – in this case the whole 
of  the Western United States, Southern Canada and Northern Mexico – commanding RAIN – with 
the application of Black Fire!  And we did it with a one word command, "RAIN!" 
 
 Some of us present did what would be called the exact opposite when back in 2010 we took 
a Cat-4, Hurricane Earl, ready to be declared a Cat-5, apart and into a summer squall in about 48 
hours.  Meteorologists the world over – especially those at HAARP – are still wondering what the 
hell happened.  Those at HAARP know the Akurians did it, just like they know I burned their 
damned Gakona, Alaska, site.  And THAT is just a sample of what we have in store for them! 
 Energy!  Force!  Controllable Power. 
 That's what we're talking about. 
 
 Today, we have a historical political situation of the worst kind since civilization began on 
this planet.  We dare not divert our attention from that situation or we are going to be enslaved and 
executed in THIS generation, eliminating any opportunity of being the Testimony of The Most 
High until Shiloh.   
 
 As I said before, if for THAT reason alone, the Akurians MUST develop more FirePower 
and learn to use it effectively BEFORE all Hell boils over the landscape.  Fully empowered, the 
Akurians, can rewrite the entire script, and put our own Controlled Hell when and where we want 
it.  But nobody – as in nobody – including The Most High is going to do this for us.  This is OUR 
job, OUR responsibility, OUR duty.  And I damned well intend to make the most of it. 
 In order to do that, we must start at the bottom, and make ourselves a solid foundation.  
Right here on Earth.  The best ability we have to do that is our Super Sense:  Never leaving our 
body at all, just reading energies and forces and their origins and sources.  A couple of weeks ago I 
taught you about your Super Sense and gave a short course on how to use it.  We're going to go 
through that same basic training again, but with some far-reaching targets. 
 
 ARE THERE ANY QUESTIONS? 



 
 When I command it – and NOT before – I want each of you to form a Body of Light within 
your own self for the sole and exclusive purpose – that is a critical point – for the sole and 
exclusive purpose of reading the energies and forces around you regardless of where in all Creation 
they are from.  You are NOT going to project anywhere.  NEVER EVEN ATTEMPT TO 
PROJECT WITH YOUR SUPER SENSE!  Even out as far as the clothes you're wearing.  When 
I give the order to proceed – and NOT before –  make a Body of Light within yourself for this sole 
and exclusive purpose.  Once you make yourself into a Super Sense you can discern all Creation. 
 This is a TEAM EFFORT!  Run ahead or fall behind and your are going to jackass.  But be 
warned, I'm more than a little tired of such jackassing and I've put some real disastrous wrappings 
in place for those who insist 'their' efforts are superior or more important and will NOT work as a 
TEAM! 
 Once we get everybody on the same page, and hopefully nobody will go jackass on us, we'll 
run a self-test and then proceed to the prime objective. 
 Akurians, prepare! 
 
 Akurians, on my command: 
 Close your eyes, open eyes will distract from your endeavors. 
 Form a Body of Light the exact size and shape of your physical body. 
 Keep your eyes closed. 
 Now, endow your Body of Light with your physical senses on my order: 
 1st, endow your Body of Light with your own consciousness. 
 Keep your eyes closed. 
 2nd, endow your Body of Light with perfect, unlimited vision, even if you wear glasses. 
 Keep your eyes closed. 
 3rd, endow your Body of Light with perfect sense of touch. 
 Keep your eyes closed. 
 4th, endow your Body of Light with perfect sense of taste. 
 Keep your eyes closed. 
 5th, endow your Body of Light with perfect sense of smell. 
 Keep your eyes closed. 
 6th, endow your Body of Light with perfect sense of hearing. 
 Keep your eyes closed. 
 7th,  bind your Body of Light to retain all these senses. 
 Keep your eyes closed. 
 
 Now with your eyes closed, attempt to see your surroundings as you would with your 
eyes open.  Don't strain, let your charged Body of Light tell you – and if you're relaxed 
enough and not out somewhere in the wild blue yonder, you'll get a SENSE … that's right … 
SENSE of your surroundings that is beyond the understanding, comprehension, familiarity 
… whatever you want to call it … of the same area when seen with your physical eyes. 
 THAT is the mind-blower!  To SENSE over and above any other perspective.  All your 
physical senses:  consciousness, sight, touch, taste, smell and hearing are merged into one 
Super Sense!  Expanding the capabilities of this Super Sense is all you're going to do.  Your 
Body of Light is going to remain right where it is, inside you. 
 
 You should be feeling all manner of energies and forces, some varying in temperature – 
some slightly warm and some slightly cool – and at the same time.  If you feel as though you are 
floating … you're doing things right! 



 Just for the hell of it, since YOU are as much a part of Creation as anything else in it, and 
without leaving your physical body, attempt to absorb some of that Universal Energy, any of it that 
feels good.  Reject anything that doesn't.  And for a moment, just float, and let those energies and 
forces tell you where they are from – and instantly you will know WHERE you are in all this vast 
territory.  There's no words to explain it, just an understanding of it.  And an immeasurable amount 
of energies you can use as FirePower! 
 
 Enjoy that for a few minutes, and KNOW you can get back to this State of Spirit any time 
you want to. 
 
 Now, each of you need to come back from wherever you are … and pay attention to what 
we are going to do next now that you are charged with more FirePower than you ever imagined.  
You need to be within the local Earth Energies. 
 
 For this practice, and on my command and NOT before, you will use your Super Sense to 
discern the Sun! 
 Again, for this practice, and on my command and NOT before, you will use your Super 
Sense to discern the Sun!  You will not project.  You will keep your Super Sense inside yourself as 
always.  It is not designed for Spiritual Excursions and to attempt to use it as such will damage it 
beyond repair!  Your Super Sense is designed and empowered to tell you WHAT energies are 
emanating and WHERE they are emanating from.  With a bit of practice you will be able to 
instantly KNOW the strength of those energies, their purpose and intent, and whether they are 
natural or intelligently directed.  That you can select anything in Creation from a chunk of space 
dirt to a Galaxy Formation, is one of its greatest advantages.  This time we're only going to make it 
read the Sun.  Nothing more. 
 If everybody is ready: 
 
 Akurians, on my command: 
 Using only your Super Sense, discern the Sun.  It's all-but unimaginably huge.  From the 
center it's some 400,000 miles in all directions of super-hot radio-active combustion with an instant 
kill range of five to ten million miles from the surface.  Note, it has explosions happening all over 
the interior.  Some are minor boiling points the size of a necklace bead and smaller, to the size of 
the moon, others the size of the earth and larger.  The Sun fuses about 650 million metric tons of 
hydrogen into helium per second; and because its plasma – fluid – it rotates at different speeds 
between its poles at about 34.something days and its equator at 25.something days.  And THAT is 
part of the source of all that churning you're detecting. 
 Discern, there is a lot of space dust falling into the heat-kill area of the Sun, estimated to be 
in the vicinity of at least 80,000,000 tons per 24 hour period, virtually all of it being melted and 
vaporized into energy long before it is sucked into the surface.  The Earth gets about 100 tons per 
day.  Here is an anomaly worth paying attention to:  the Sun has a tremendous magnetic/gravity 
field that attracts space debris, and yet it spews energy and hot-matter – most of it in the form of 
light – outwards beyond its own capability to recapture.  It's one great piece of scientific 
engineering. 
 The next time you send a Body of Light into it, or make a Body of Fire out of it, think about 
that and the enormous amount of Spiritual Energy and Matter – now called Dark Energy and Dark 
Matter – you really have at your disposal.  And, when you take the ash residue we call Black Fire, 
you'll have a much better understanding of why we often take as little as we can manage. 
 Some things about the Sun you need to detect with your Super Sense.  Some, not all, of that 
churning is tearing matter apart right down at its energy levels – creating all that massive radio-
activity – that we use in our Invocations and make our Links out of.  A Sun-Link using a properly 



made Body of Light or Body of Fire is harmless to the properly-minded creator, you an Akurian, 
but can be made to feed energy, or trail fire, radio-activity and literal hell-itself when properly 
directed and bound by Spiritual Powers and Authorities vested in us, the Akurians.  And a point to 
KNOW for all Akurians, all that HEAT is as available as all the other detriments and nondetriments 
the Sun has to offer.  It only must be applied properly. 
 WARNING!  STUDY the Sun with your Super Sense, and USE the Sun with Bodies of 
Light, Bodies of Fire, Black Fire and/or direct command. 
 
 ARE THERE ANY QUESTIONS? 
 
 The entire North American continent is in severe drought, most of it either caused or 
enhanced by HAARP!  We, the Akurians can overpower all the HAARP installations operating at 
the same time.  Here's how, and I don't want anybody to act until everybody knows the drill and 
we're all acting as a Team. 
 Use your Super Sense to read the incoming energies of the United States and note the 
weather.  Much drier than normal and with abnormal amounts of electricity in the atmosphere.  
This is by design – dry the country out, limit the growth of all crops, and start as many fires as 
possible via "dry" or "heat" lightning.  A HAARP masterpiece. 
 Enter the Akurians! 
 First, we're going to make a simple Body of Light.  Stand it out in any clear area, extend the 
arms full length, palms up.  Then we're going to spin it – counter clockwise – and call for RAIN 
from the Canadian Border to the Mexican Border moving from the Pacific Ocean on the west to the 
Atlantic Ocean on the east.  We're going to use just one word, "RAIN!"  We're calling for RAIN 
not total destruction! 
 Remember:  The more simple the Invocation the more exacting the procedure. 
 
 Akurians, on my command: 
 Akurians, make a Body of Light.  Send it into the Sun, charge it with all Sun Energies 
and as much Black Fire as you can manage, return it to your own area and stand it in any 
clear area.  Extend the arms outward, full length without exaggeration and the palms fingers 
up facing flat out.  Now begin a SLOW counter clockwise spin – your left arm moving 
backwards as your right arm moves forward – and call and create all the "RAIN" you can 
imagine.  Do not concern yourself with either wind, lightning or flood. 
 Akurians, spin.  Akurians, call "RAIN!" 
 
 Spin until you feel the energies jell. 
 Let me know when you are finished. 
 
 ARE THERE ANY QUESTIONS? 
 
 Again, we're going to raise Royal Hell in places that aren't nearly hot enough, and rack 
some demonic bastards beyond their capability to ever comprehend.  This is a similar – but updated 
– Invocation.  Pay close attention and do not deviate. 
 

DESTRUCTION OF ALL VOTER FRAUD, 
THE DEMOCRATIC NATIONAL COMMITTEE, 
THE REPUBLICAN NATIONAL COMMITTEE, 

THE COMMUNIST PARTY USA, 
BARACK HUSSEIN OBAMA – WILLIAM MITT ROMNEY 

and all 



MAJOR MEDIA 
3 June 2012 - 13 Sivan 5772 

 
Firing Officer: 
 
 Guests, please remain in attendance and join us where you can. 
 Intruders and One World Government monitors BEWARE, your Eternal Soul is hereby 
condemned and without appeal except to the Supreme Lord of all High Lords El Aku ALIHA 
ASUR HIGH, He That Is Called By The Name of God. 
 
 The designated targets are: 
 
Any and all VOTER FRAUD. 
 
The DEMOCRATIC NATIONAL COMMITTEE and affiliates: 
 [Need only be read once unless there is a new Akurian in presence.] 
 College Democrats of America (College Dems) 
 Democratic Congressional Campaign Committee (DCCC) 
 Democratic Governors Association (DGA) 
 Democratic Legislative Campaign Committee 
 Democratic Senatorial Campaign Committee (DSCC) 
 US Senate Democratic Leadership 
 Young Democrats of America (YDs) 
 
The REPUBLICAN NATIONAL COMMITTEE and affiliates: 
 [Need only be read once unless there is a new Akurian in presence.] 
 College Republican National Committee (CRNC) 
 House Republican Conference 
 National Federation of Republican Women (NFRW) 
 National Republican Congressional Committee (NRCC) 
 National Republican Senatorial Committee (NRSC) 
 National Teen Age Republicans (TARs) 
 Republican Governors Association (RGA) 
 Young Republican National Federation (YRs) 
 
The COMMUNIST PARTY USA and affiliates: 
 [Need only be read once unless there is a new Akurian in presence.] 
 Democratic Socialists Of America 
 Freedom Socialist Party 
 National Socialist Movement 
 Progressive Labor Party 
 Revolutionary Communist Communist Party USA 
 Socialist Equality Party 
 Socialist Party USA 
 Workers World Party 
 World Socialist Party Of The USA 
 Young Communists League 
 
BARACK HUSSEIN OBAMA and WILLIAM MITT ROMNEY. 
Any and all MAJOR MEDIA. 



 
 YESHAMA DELIAH!  (yeh-sha-ma de-lie-ah  On my/our Authority) 
 ASUM DE AL HMONGA! (as-um de al who-Mon-Ga  All energies hear me/us) 
 
 Horsemen, man your battle stations! 
 Akurians, prepare to attack! 
 
 Akurians, on my Command: 
 Read the Sun with your Super Sense.  Now make a Body of Light and project it into 
the Sun!  Expand your Body of Light to 800,000 miles in diameter in all directions.  Attach all 
Powers, Energies and Forces of the Sun to your Body of Light and turn it into a Body of Fire.  
Fill your Body of Fire with all the Black Fire you can manage, giving yourself all its infinite 
power to Create and Destroy.  Akurians, prepare to create havoc and to destroy! 
 
 Akurians, repeat with me, using your name were I use mine: 
 By the Righteous Powers and Holy Authorities of my own I AM CONSCIOUS I, 

(Your Name)   , a   (Your Akurian Station)   , 
 
 By Order of The Most High Lord of Spirits, ALIHA ASUR HIGH: 
 I call forth and demand the presence of any and all energies, forces, intentions and 
endeavors of any and all persons, organizations, and any and all shadow organizations, 
members, affiliates and supporters thereof, public or clandestine, who intend or perpetrate 
VOTER FRAUD anywhere in these United States, Territories and Protectorates: 
 I now bind you one and all to immediate and infinite destruction:  I strip you and 
remove from you all AKASHA that you exist not anywhere in Creation; neither the Heavens 
above, this Earth beneath, nor the Depths of Hell unto Perditon.  You are nonexistent, hated 
by all who know you exist and will know you existed; for you are vile, starvers, liars, 
murderers, thieves, robbers, and worthy only of all contempt and hatred of all living minds. 
 For now and forever whatsoever you say is good:  all shall know it is the most criminal 
deception and treason; whatsoever you shall say to do:  shall be infinitely rejected throughout 
the land; whatsoever you shall desire shall be denied and be an immediate damnation upon 
you and you shall not have any place of sanctuary, safety nor refuge anywhere in Creation. 
 You are hereby remanded to arrest and the custody of the Office of High Sheriff in 
and of the Jurisdiction of Perpetration of your crime of VOTER FRAUD, where you will Die 
the Death immediately as the Sun can accomplish. 
 You are stripped and deprived of all AKASHA and you shall not continue to exist. 
 So it is spoken of you and any and all persons and organizations, and any and all 
shadow organizations, members, affiliates and supporters thereof, public or clandestine, who 
intend or perpetrate VOTER FRAUD anywhere in these United States, Territories and 
Protectorates; and so it is done! 
 
 Akurians, bind the Forces you have commanded to remain forever.  Release yourself from 
the total destruction of any and all perpetrators of VOTER FRAUD and prepare to attack. 
 
 Akurians, on my Command: 
 Make a new Body of Light and project it into the Sun!  Attach all Powers, Energies 
and Forces of the Sun to your Body of Light and turn it into a Body of Fire.  Fill your Body of 
Fire with all the Black Fire you can manage, giving yourself all its infinite power to Create 
and Destroy.  Akurians, prepare to create havoc and to destroy! 
 



 By Order of The Most High Lord of Spirits, ALIHA ASUR HIGH: 
 I call forth and demand the presence of any and all energies, forces, intentions and 
endeavors of the DEMOCRATIC NATIONAL COMMITTEE and any and all shadow 
organizations, members, affiliates and supporters thereof: 
 I now bind you one and all to immediate and infinite destruction:  I strip you and 
remove from you all AKASHA that you exist not anywhere in Creation; neither the Heavens 
above, this Earth beneath, nor the Depths of Hell unto Perditon.  You are nonexistent, hated 
by all who know you exist and will know you existed; for you are vile, starvers, liars, 
murderers, thieves, robbers, and worthy only of all contempt and hatred of all living minds. 
 For now and forever whatsoever you say is good:  all shall know it is the most criminal 
deception and treason; whatsoever you shall say to do:  shall be infinitely rejected throughout 
the land; whatsoever you shall desire shall be denied and be an immediate damnation upon 
you. 
 You are stripped and deprived of all AKASHA and you shall not continue to exist. 
 So it is spoken of you DEMOCRATIC NATIONAL COMMITTEE; and so it is done! 
 
 Akurians, bind the Forces you have commanded to remain forever.  Release yourself from 
the total destruction of the DEMOCRATIC NATIONAL COMMITTEE and prepare to attack. 
 
 Akurians, on my Command: 
 Make a new Body of Light and project it into the Sun!  Attach all Powers, Energies 
and Forces of the Sun to your Body of Light and turn it into a Body of Fire.  Fill your Body of 
Fire with all the Black Fire you can manage, giving yourself all its infinite power to Create 
and Destroy.  Akurians, prepare to create havoc and to destroy! 
 
 By Order of The Most High Lord of Spirits, ALIHA ASUR HIGH: 
 I call forth and demand the presence of any and all energies, forces, intentions and 
endeavors of the REPUBLICAN NATIONAL COMMITTEE and any and all shadow 
organizations, members, affiliates and supporters thereof: 
 I now bind you one and all to immediate and infinite destruction:  I strip you and 
remove from you all AKASHA that you exist not anywhere in Creation; neither the Heavens 
above, this Earth beneath, nor the Depths of Hell unto Perditon.  You are nonexistent, hated 
by all who know you exist and will know you existed; for you are vile, starvers, liars, 
murderers, thieves, robbers, and worthy only of all contempt and hatred of all living minds. 
 For now and forever whatsoever you say is good:  all shall know it is the most criminal 
deception and treason; whatsoever you shall say to do:  shall be infinitely rejected throughout 
the land; whatsoever you shall desire shall be denied and be an immediate damnation upon 
you. 
 You are stripped and deprived of all AKASHA and you shall not continue to exist. 
 So it is spoken of you REPUBLICAN NATIONAL COMMITTEE; and so it is done! 
 
 Akurians, bind the Forces you have commanded to remain forever.  Release yourself from 
the total destruction of the REPUBLICAN NATIONAL COMMITTEE and prepare to attack. 
 
 Akurians, on my Command: 
 Make a new Body of Light and project it into the Sun!  Attach all Powers, Energies 
and Forces of the Sun to your Body of Light and turn it into a Body of Fire.  Fill your Body of 
Fire with all the Black Fire you can manage, giving yourself all its infinite power to Create 
and Destroy.  Akurians, prepare to create havoc and to destroy! 
 



 By Order of The Most High Lord of Spirits, ALIHA ASUR HIGH: 
 I call forth and demand the presence of any and all energies, forces, intentions and 
endeavors of the COMMUNIST PARTY USA and any and all shadow organizations, 
members, affiliates and supporters thereof: 
 I now bind you one and all to immediate and infinite destruction:  I strip you and 
remove from you all AKASHA that you exist not anywhere in Creation; neither the Heavens 
above, this Earth beneath, nor the Depths of Hell unto Perditon.  You are nonexistent, hated 
by all who know you exist and will know you existed; for you are vile, starvers, liars, 
murderers, thieves, robbers, and worthy only of all contempt and hatred of all living minds. 
 For now and forever whatsoever you say is good:  all shall know it is the most criminal 
deception and treason; whatsoever you shall say to do:  shall be infinitely rejected throughout 
the land; whatsoever you shall desire shall be denied and be an immediate damnation upon 
you. 
 You are stripped and deprived of all AKASHA and you shall not continue to exist. 
 So it is spoken of you COMMUNIST PARTY USA; and so it is done! 
 
 Akurians, bind the Forces you have commanded to remain forever.  Release yourself from 
the total destruction of the COMMUNIST PARTY USA and prepare to attack. 
 
 Akurians, on my Command: 
 Make a new Body of Light and project it into the Sun!  Attach all Powers, Energies 
and Forces of the Sun to your Body of Light and turn it into a Body of Fire.  Fill your Body of 
Fire with all the Black Fire you can manage, giving yourself all its infinite power to Create 
and Destroy.  Akurians, prepare to create havoc and to destroy! 
 
 By Order of The Most High Lord of Spirits, ALIHA ASUR HIGH: 
 I call forth and demand the presence of any and all energies, forces, intentions and 
endeavors of BARACK HUSSEIN OBAMA and WILLIAM MITT ROMNEY and any and 
all manipulators, financiers, managers, publicists and supporters thereof: 
 I now bind you one and all to immediate and infinite destruction:  I strip you and 
remove from you all AKASHA that you exist not anywhere in Creation; neither the Heavens 
above, this Earth beneath, nor the Depths of Hell unto Perditon.  You are nonexistent, hated 
by all who know you exist and will know you existed; for you are vile, starvers, liars, 
murderers, thieves, robbers, and worthy only of all contempt and hatred of all living minds. 
 For now and forever whatsoever you say is good:  all shall know it is the most criminal 
deception and treason; whatsoever you shall say to do:  shall be infinitely rejected throughout 
the land; whatsoever you shall desire shall be denied and be an immediate damnation upon 
you and you shall not have any place of sanctuary, safety nor refuge anywhere in Creation. 
 You are stripped and deprived of all credibility and all your efforts toward public 
indoctrination are exposed as deliberate lies and treasons against the Constitution of the 
United States and the Nation of the United States and all the Citizens thereof shall hold 
precious, and all the Citizens thereof shall despise you unto the very essence of your existence. 
 You are stripped and deprived of all AKASHA and you shall not continue to exist. 
 So it is spoken of BARACK HUSSEIN OBAMA and WILLIAM MITT ROMNEY and 
any and all manipulators, financiers, managers, publicists and supporters thereof; and so it is 
done! 
 
 Akurians, bind the Forces you have commanded to remain forever.  Release yourself from 
the total destruction of the BARACK HUSSEIN OBAMA and WILLIAM MITT ROMNEY and 
prepare to attack. 



 
 Akurians, on my Command: 
 Make a new Body of Light and project it into the Sun!  Attach all Powers, Energies 
and Forces of the Sun to your Body of Light and turn it into a Body of Fire.  Fill your Body of 
Fire with all the Black Fire you can manage, giving yourself all its infinite power to Create 
and Destroy.  Akurians, prepare to create havoc and to destroy! 
 
 By Order of The Most High Lord of Spirits, ALIHA ASUR HIGH: 
 I call forth and demand the presence of any and all energies, forces, intentions and 
endeavors of all MAJOR MEDIA and any and all hosts, reporters, guests, members, affiliates 
and supporters thereof: 
 I now bind you one and all to immediate and infinite destruction:  I strip you and 
remove from you all AKASHA that you exist not anywhere in Creation; neither the Heavens 
above, this Earth beneath, nor the Depths of Hell unto Perditon.  You are nonexistent, hated 
by all who know you exist and will know you existed; for you are vile, starvers, liars, 
murderers, thieves, robbers, and worthy only of all contempt and hatred of all living minds. 
 For now and forever whatsoever you say is good:  all shall know it is the most criminal 
deception and treason; whatsoever you shall say to do:  shall be infinitely rejected throughout 
the land; whatsoever you shall desire shall be denied and be an immediate damnation upon 
you and you shall not have any place of sanctuary, safety nor refuge anywhere in Creation. 
 You are stripped and deprived of all credibility and all your efforts toward public 
indoctrination are exposed as deliberate lies and treasons against all the public shall hold 
precious, and all the public shall despise you unto the very essence of your existence. 
 You are stripped and deprived of all AKASHA and you shall not continue to exist. 
 So it is spoken of all MAJOR MEDIA and any and all hosts, reporters, guests, 
members, affiliates and supporters thereof; and so it is done! 
 
 Akurians, bind the Forces you have commanded to remain forever.  Release yourself from 
the total destruction of the MAJOR MEDIA and any and all hosts, reporters, guests, members, 
affiliates and supporters thereof and prepare to recharge yourself. 
 
 Make a new Body of Light and project it into the Sun!  Attach all Powers, Energies 
and Forces of the Sun to your Body of Light and turn it into a Body of Fire.  Fill your Body of 
Fire with all the Black Fire you can manage, giving yourself all its infinite power to Create 
and Destroy.  Return your Body of Fire to your physical body and attach it by tensing. 
 
 VOAN KESLATA, PZNION BHSAT! (vone  kes-la-at  piz-now-on  beh-shat  As it is 
spoken, so let it be done!) 
 
 Horsemen, stand down. 
 
 ARE THERE ANY QUESTIONS? 
 
 


